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Jesus said to his disciples, "The harvest is plentiful, but the labourers are few; therefore ask the Lord 

of the harvest to send out labourers into his harvest." I can recall reading this Gospel passage many 

years ago with a group of very motivated young Christians. Every time I come across this line I’m 

reminded of that study group, and their indomitable enthusiasm.  

 

The passage we read then was the whole thing we read today, which is quite a dense bit of scripture. 

There’s a lot going on here to keep track of. We would have to break this down into a few study sessions 

in order to fully open up the passage. When a large periscope, such as this, contains one of those easy-

to-remember phrases, like “the harvest is plentiful but the labourers are few,” one tends to overlook all 

those other details.  

 

In this Bible study group I was in, I was most impressed by the visceral response of my study mates to 

the part about needing to call out more labourers. While my study mates lit up at the opportunity to be 

sent out to the field to harvest, all I could imagine was a great big field, hot and dry and prickly, with 

more work than the few of us could handle. In my mind’s eye, I saw my companions joyfully bouncing 

around the crops, but not making much of a dent in actually the job getting done.  

 

This was decidedly not a hopeful image for me. For me, Jesus wasn’t inviting me into ministry as much 

as he was warning me about being overworked with an impossible task, and coworkers who lacked 

focus. 

 

This is not good news. And yet it’s the best news. 

 

In order to get to what Jesus is talking about, let's start by looking at how Jesus approaches the 

harvesting situation.  

 

The situation Jesus and his companions face does indeed present as overwhelming. Five thousand or 

more gathered on a hillside to be fed. Every time Jesus enters a city or village, there are sick people 

cued up to be healed. The vast majority of the people Jesus interacts with are those systematically 

oppressed, starved, dislocated, neglected, or in any number of other ways are in desperate need of 

some good news. 

 

At the beginning of this passage today we are given the key to approaching ministry. Verse 36 says, 

“When [Jesus] saw the crowds, he had compassion for them.” 

 

The word compassion here comes from a Greek word meaning to be moved from the depths of the 

body. It’s within these visceral depths that we get the kind of love that drives us to action. This is the 

place from which come courage and bravery in the face of overwhelming odds. 

 



This compassion is universal. He feels, not just for these crowds of needy people, but for the shepherds 

who, for whatever reason, are incapable of leading them well. We know that such characters as Roman 

centurions, Pharisees, and kings - the standard-bearers for oppressors in general - were also among 

the crowds who sought out Jesus. Jesus feels Compassion - big C compassion - because anything 

less than that is useless. Shame and blame don’t put food in empty stomachs or bandages on open 

wounds. This is not the time for judgement. That comes when Jesus returns, and that’s his job anyways. 

 

Jesus is motivated by compassion AND he knows just how big the harvest field is. As the incarnation 

of God, Jesus could easily wave his hand and restore everything to like-new condition. But where would 

that leave us? We’d quickly end up in the same desperate place. There needs to be a transformation 

within us - a new way of perceiving the world and our relationships. We need to do the work of ministry 

as a process of healing the body of Christ - and, we have to work together if we’re going to make a dent 

in the harvest field. 

 

So what is this harvest field? Well, according to the Bible it involves curing the sick, raising the dead, 

cleansing the lepers, and casting out demons. That may have summed up the needs of the ancient 

world, but if we’re to read the Word of God as a living document that speaks as readily to 21st century 

people as it did to 1st century people, then we’re going to need to consider the ministry field more 

broadly. What would you think this list might be for us? 

 

Perhaps the leprosy of our day is racial injustice? Raising the dead might have something to do with 

correcting disparities in healthcare or education or career opportunities. Casting out demons in the 21st 

century might mean exposing predatory lenders, human trafficking, or working on issues of economic 

injustice. The ministry field of the 21st century will need a lot of people to help with the harvest. 

 

Then, Jesus says some things that catch most readers attention. Jesus says, “I am sending you out 

like sheep into the midst of wolves… they will hand you over to councils and flog you… you will be 

dragged before governors and kings because of me. You will be hated by all because of my name.” 

And then, do all this without payment. Wait. What?! Hold on there, Jesus. The ministry field of the 

kingdom of heaven has a hazard clause?! 

 

I don’t know how Jesus managed to bring about a faith movement like he did with a promotion strategy 

like this.  

 

I’ll let you in on a little spiritual wisdom: in the kingdom of heaven, all these hazards and lack of financial 

gain are the concerns of those yoked to a world that values comfort over community, and remittance 

over relationships. These are the cradles of fear and anxiety that keep systems of oppression 

functioning.  

 

In God’s economy, building strong communities and healthy relationships is more valuable - in both the 

short term and the long term - than isolated financial gain.  

 

The gains we realize in God’s kingdom are found in the mutual support freely given and freely received, 

drawing from the vast variety of gifts, talents, and abilities we’ve each been given. Giving and receiving 

in this way is the foundation of an economy perpetually stabilized by big C Compassion. 



 

It occurred to me later that my study mates those many years ago understood this Gospel passage, 

not from their critical brains, but from the visceral depths of themselves. That’s what was feeding their 

enthusiasm for the harvest field. 

 

That small group could have made a significant dent in the harvest, because that had each other. They 

were a community. The point of ministry is not to clear the whole field in one day. We were never meant 

to do that. Have you seen the blueberry fields around here? There’s no way you could pick everything 

in one day. And even if you could, this is God’s abundant creation we live in; the fields are just going to 

need to be harvested again tomorrow.  

 

The point of the labourers is to create communities of people who can share healthy relationships, and 

give and receive all that God has for us.  

 

No, it won’t always be possible to joyfully bounce around in the crops. Sometimes it will be hot and dry 

and prickly. The purpose of Jesus’ disciples is to gather strength from one another to continue to do 

the work we've been given to do. We get stronger and more able when our community relationships 

grow.  

 

This is how we can heal the sick, bring justice to systemic oppression, restore the wounded, and create 

places where those demons don’t even want to come. 

 

Jesus calls us to work together in these harvest fields. Let’s make our little village in the kingdom of 

heaven worthy of a visit from Christ’s other disciples. When they visit, let them be welcomed and 

listened to; and let ours be a place they’ll want to stay and share their peace. Then shall there be justice 

and peace, and the vast harvest of God will be more than enough for everyone.  

 

And that’s good news. 

 


